
so 

the energy 

is converted 

from one to 

another…

Now open 

your books at 

page 90…

10am: Physics, Maya gazes into 

space wondering…

Maya catches the eye 

of her friend zoe…

MAYA is surprised to discover a 

postcard in her textbook

None 

of this 

is any use 

to me!

zoe looks 

almost as 

bored as me!

What the…?!?…!

Suddenly, there is 

a spin of colour, 

a twist of atoms 

and maya is falling 

through a swirling 

vortex…
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Yes but…

Where am I?

And Why?…

It’s all about energy - 

powered by the sun - houses, 

cookers, and even farm machinery! 

I helped design them.

Hello

I’m red! 

Sorry, 

I…I 

The vortex ends abruptly and maya arrives in a 

place that she doesn’t recognise…

she looks 

familiar!?…but 

I’m sure I 

haven’t met her 

before?

What?…!

quick, 

there’s a 

lot to show 

you.

  

RED Leads Maya through the 

unfamiliar landscape…

this is my manager, Priti, we 

worked on this project together, 

she’s been brilliant!

Red’s been great, 

she really made a 

difference!

Great…

but not really 

my thing…



you need 

to know…

It can’t 

depend on me, 

I can’t do 

this…

Don’t say 

that!

As maya speaks, the water 

cylinder begins to crack…
…It all 

depends 

on you!

But Maya’s words are 

lost as one of the 

solar panels explodes 

behind them…

I don’t

 know what you 

mean… What’s 

happening?

…you can 

be…

…and gives way

Please 

Maya, it’s so 

important that 

you believe in 

yourself

another explosion: The 

solar panels’ tubes 

explode and shatter…

Get 

Down…



I can be… 

What??

What are 

you talking

about Maya?

But

It’s all

burnt…

I can be…

But before maya can reply, the ground has given way 

beneath her and she is back within the swirling vortex…

Come on

Maya, Wake up,

Let’s Go!

…and back to her seat.

Maya follows zoe out of the 

classroom and they head for 

their lockers…

I 

just 

don’t 

get it…



I’m confused zoe… 

…do you think it’s possible  

to see the future?

nah, you never 

know what will 

happen!

though I can 

predict I’ll fail The  

french test this 

afternoon! Ha ha!!

Ha ha !!

she’s such 

a nerd!

yeah, 

totally! 

let’s go!

what you 

staring at?

Whoaa-a-AH!

oi! watch where 

you’re going!

who’s texting 

me now?

Aaa-aaaghh!

Forget them,
look to your 
future…

maya’s things are knocked to the Floor… 

oh, who are they 

picking on now?

suddenly there is a shout from behind them…



greetings 

earthling!

Where am I?

W-H-A??!

beautiful!!

I had to 

get you 

to see this!!

It’s 

Amazing!

may I introduce my colleague, 

maggie aderin, she runs this station on  

the moon… she’s going from 

here to mars next!

maggie and red give maya a tour of the moon station…

what do you think?are you impressed with 

the lunar dome?

what are they

asking me for?



my hard work! ugh! 

do you think I’m some kinda 

nerd?!

me too!!

this project is so 

exciting!! …as a kid I used to 

gaze at the night sky and 

dream about visiting it…

I… I…

…I…I…?

but we couldn’t have 

done it without your 

hard work…

please maya, 

you’re so important to 

this project… …you mustn’t 

destroy all this, 

Maya!!!!

I can’t… it’s 

just not me!!

no-o-oo-!!!!!!

could maya’s doubts be destroying the future?

so do you believe

in your dreams 

Maya? Do you 

believe you could 

do this, Maya?



Maya returns… how long was I gone ?

was it 

obvious?

gone ?

No… 

one second 

you were 

shouting 

my name…

… the next

sprawled 

on the 

floor

OUch!!!!

I know it sounds insane 

but I know it happened…

zo, this is gonna 

sound really 

embarrassing…
…but I think 

I’m being abducted 

by aliens… 

or something!

ok…tell me

everything

s-l-o-w-l-y

they stop as 
maya tells the 

whole story…

…i was there for 

over an hour…

Maya decides she has to
 te

ll zoe…

Are you OK?

Did You Faint?

ok, OK, we need 

to investigate…

You say she’s 

called red, and what 

about Maggie?



Wow, 

that’s her!

…WHAT WAS HER 

LAST NAME?

Maggie… Add…Ad…

…something?

you mean maggie 

aderin? She does space 

doesn’t she!!

She IS 

a Space 

Scientist!

Deutsch argues that 
“Quantum theory allows for time travel, 
by moving into another universe”.
or shifting between 
different branches of reality, it’s
the theory of parallel universes,  
also called the "many-worlds" theory. 

Dearest Maya, 

You are starting to think 
about this. There are many 
possible futures.
            Come see …                   
                         Red x

Who knows how many 

worlds could exist…

and how many… … futures?

uh oh…

And you saw 

her in the 

Future…

The computer suddenly swirls with colour and activity…

What’s 

happening??…

…hey! look up

time travel!!



…any number of futures,

much more exciting than you could 

have ever imagined!

?!!!!

…no more riddles!!!

tell me what’s going on!

Hello again!

there’s lots of 

possibilities in the future 

for you, each with their 

own world…

hi maya, I’m Joanne. 

red and I met when we were 

both apprentices and now we’re 

test driving this eco-car around 

the world! next stop…

…Buenos Aires!

so okay, 

this is a cool 

job, and you’re 

all cool people…

…but why am I 

here?

this is all 

about who you 

can be if you just 

do what’s 

needed now

do what?

I can’t do 

anything!!

I’m not doing 

anything!!!!

woo-hoo!!!

  MAYA!!!    

   …It’s all… 

  collapsing…

BUT 

THIS CAN’T 

BE ?…

…MY FUTURE ?

Maya noticed that there was someone else in the fantastic car…

 and in each I’m 

Different…because 

you made different 

choices…

 Suddenly there is 

  a great crash and

   red shouts out…

…you’re 

destroying 

your 

future…



Yeah! 

and it’s so 

different each 

time…

That Means 

something…

 What…oh!

…she was driving round the world… 

and I think the number plate of 

the car said “MAYA”

Oh No! 

 I’m late 

for 

careers!

but this is 

way more important 

than some future 

career!!

look,

believe me this 

isn’t going to 

take long

Great, 

I’ll look for 

some more stuff, 

and meet you back 

here

Welcome Back!

so what was red doing 

this time??

Maya lands back in her 

chair with a spin…



SO… we’ve 

spoken before 

about your 

strengths…  

what about

those jobs? they 

look far more 

adventurous…

well… 

…not really 

your thing. I mean, 

you’ve never made 

any effort in those 

areas… I didn’t 

know you we’re 

interested in 

all that…

well I am! I want 

Travel, adventure, and 

excitement, I am allowed 

big dreams aren’t I?!

Great! So if 

this is what you want, 

what are you going 

to do about it?

Yes!!! 

I must be on 

the right 

track

woo 

hoo-oo-oo!!

Here I Come!!

…you’re 

a caring person,

good at helping others, 

good with your baby 

brother…

…maybe 

a career in 

childcare?

g-r-o-a-n



Um… nothing 

worth looking at in 

there, ha ha!

 there’s 

lots of talent 

in there!

welcome to one of the leading 

labs in tHe world… rebecca is 

exploring the power of the 

human brain

our brains 

are doing the 

same thing! I 

see now 

You’re…

Hey maya! 

Let’s get a look inside 

that head of yours…

ok, let’s 

get started… 

…Yes, I’m 

the future you!

I think 

she’s 

got it!

This …

… is my 

future?!!!!!!

remember 

I said there are 

lots of possibilities 

in the future 

for you, 

…here… put this 

headband on. it will 

project your thoughts

…And in each I’m 

different… because 

you’ve done different 

things… 

the entire lab appears to swirl and 

melt around Maya…

Argh! Wait!

 I mean…

So… both of you now think 

about a hot, sunny day when 

you were little…



The Bell sounds…

Maya, you 

gotta see this! 

multiple universes 

IS Physics!?!

what do 

you mean, 

choose 

your 

future?

everything I do, or 

don’t do now, makes my 

future different.

She is me in the 

future!! And I can 

choose my future!!

Here!, you’ve 

earnt this… 

your final 

postcard

Fin-a-lly… 

Lunch! 

This has been 

the longest 

morning of 

my life…

Hey!…What’s 

that you’ve got?

It’s a postcard, 

but its a special one 

I think

Zoe, I’m off 

agaaaaaaa-i-i--nnn!!

Hey Zoe!

Yeah yeah… 

listen… Red 

is me! 





And when I thought 

“I could never do that”, 

they all fell apart…

Maya, What did you 

see? Oi!! wait for me!!!

Yeeeeoooowwwww!

……So I’m not going to 

let anyone stop me…

…especially not ME!

 I’ve seen 

the coolest 

futures 

Zoe…

…but red knows I 

could do any of it…

 So…
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